**Sub-Saharan Africa has long been** neglected by international management scholars, while China has been the subject of extensive study. Up to recently the focus on China was as a large potential market for the West: management scholarship tends to follow the blue chip companies. Yet this has been changing over the last few years, to focus on China in the world, to look more closely not at international joint ventures in China, not at Western corporations working with Chinese partners in China, but at Chinese MNCs operating across international markets.

The neglect of Africa as a suitable focus of study for international management scholars has meant that the key role that China now plays in Africa, the implications for Africa's development, the relationship with Western international institutions and the huge potential impact on management scholarship itself, has largely gone unnoticed and unstudied (Jackson, Louw, & Zhao, 2013).

Management studies unfortunately tends to trail behind the other social and behavioral sciences in terms of applying critical theory. Such an example is the recent interest in Postcolonial Theory by more critical international and cross-cultural management scholars such as Jack and Westwood (2009). This theory focuses on North–South (or West–East) relations, where globally dominant modalities are not just accepted but are also internalized by societies in the global South (inferiority of institutions, culture, organizations and management practices are assumed), and the modernizing trajectory of Western management thought and practices proceeds unabated.

Yet we no longer live in a postcolonial world. China's presence in Africa is changing all that, as is its presence in many other markets of the global South, as is India's presence in these markets. Connell (2007), for example, writes about an emerging “Southern Theory” centered on geographically non-globally dominant ideologies. The extent to which management scholars may now have to sit up and take notice of these theories in order to understand South–South interaction may be changing, as we are introduced to new geopolitical dynamics that our extant international management theories are not able to deal with: critical theories notwithstanding, as those scholars who are now playing with Postcolonial Theory, which has been around in the humanities and the social sciences for many decades, may well be focused on a period of time now gone.

So, what of the apparent accusation that China is merely the new imperialist in Africa? If this is the case, then our argument above that new South–South dynamics are coming to the fore is clearly false. This accusation is also combined with an assumption that we cannot lump China under the “global South” heading. We will deal with the latter first.

**The emerging global South**

In political science and international relations the concept of a global North–South divide, which arose after WWII, was consolidated in what has been referred to as the Brandt Line, conceptualized by the former West German Chancellor Willy Brandt in 1980 as an imaginary line delineating the boundary between the industrial North and the poorer South, a political geography that had mostly eclipsed the divide between East and West. With countries such as China and India, which were placed at the South of this divide, Lees (2011) argues that despite considerable growth in the economies of both these countries, the concept of a North–South divide is still relevant today when considering both economic inequalities within nation states and political and military inequalities in international relations. Connell’s (2007: 212) concept of an emerging Southern Theory in social science is also premised on the persisting relevance of this conceptual global divide, which she says constitutes an expression of “the long-lasting pattern of inequality in power, wealth and cultural influence that grew historically out of European and North American imperialism.” That China and India are emerging as major geopolitical and geo-economic players is not a reason to deny historical circumstance and reclassify them as “Northern” states.

**A new imperialism?**

To assess the claim that China is the new imperialist in Africa, it is necessary to first look at the West’s history of involvement in Africa, which is quite different to that of China.
It could be argued that the motives for Western colonialism, the need to subjugate periphery countries, the motive to impose a “civilizing” religion and more recently the neo-colonial motives to impose a Western liberal democratic governance structure and universal human rights all add up to a pejorative portrayal of local knowledge and values that appears reflected in the modernizing project in management and organization.

Modernization Theory in its various guises has over the last decades underpinned the West’s policies on international development. This has become largely institutionalized through the prominence of economists from the “Chicago School” (emanating from Milton Friedman and his neo-liberal philosophy) in the IMF and World Bank. Aid from these two organizations has been conditional on the countries’ governments implementing structural adjustment programmes that required them to restructure their economies and societies in line with neo-liberal theory (Ritzer, 2011). This has of course included many African countries. This theory of development became known as the “Washington Consensus” because it was so closely linked to the economic and political position of the US, as well as the location of these supranational organizations in the US’s capital. This Consensus has been underpinned by a view that “unimpeded private market forces were seen as the driving engines of growth” (Cavanagh & Broad, 2007: 1243), and an absence of “any concern for equity, redistribution, social issues, and the environment” (Ritzer, 2011: 39).

Conditionality has been fundamental to Western countries’ development programmes in Africa, hence their concern with China’s apparent different approach. Campbell (2008: 92–93) reports a spokesperson of the World Bank and IMF saying that China has “undermined years of painstaking efforts to arrange conditional debt relief,” and that the then head of the World Bank Paul Wolfowitz argued that “China would weaken the hold of the IMF and World Bank over Africa and accused it of fostering corruption,” going on to report that “this was before the head of the World Bank was himself removed because of corruption.”

Western involvement in Africa can be traced back further than colonial times, to the ultimate “human resource” project: the transatlantic slave trade. China’s engagement with Africa can be traced back to trade during the Han dynasty (206BC–220AD), and the 1950s and 1960s in modern times. This appears qualitatively different from European involvement in the wake of the slave trade. Following the China–Russia split in 1956, much of the anti-colonial struggles in the Third World had ideologically allied themselves with China, as a result of its “apparently disinterested substantive support to liberation movements or hard-pressed front line … states, particularly in Mozambique, South Africa, Southwest Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe, its populist orientation towards the peasantry and the need for an agrarian revolution, towards struggle from below, and its emphasis on guerrilla warfare and armed struggle against imperialism” (Young, 2001: 188). Its role in the decolonization of Africa was therefore significant.

Unlike the trajectory of the Western modernizing project, which informs much of the management literature on Africa, underpinned by centuries of colonialism, and critiqued among others by Postcolonial Theory, the coming to Africa of China has been quite different. One could logically expect the outcomes of Chinese organizations in Africa also to be different. In addition, the way this relationship and these dynamics are critically theorized would also, correspondingly, have to be different. If the Europeans’ coming to Africa was motivated by what David Livingston, the 19th century British missionary-explorer, termed the three Cs of Commerce, Christianity and Civilization (Pakenham, 1991), what is China’s motivation?

**China’s motive in Africa**

Certainly China’s motive has been commerce rather than stressing a need for Africa’s political and economic reform (Mohan & Power, 2008) in contradistinction to the West that sought to introduce a neoliberal ideal (Carrier & Miller, 1998). It appears not to have been a “civilizing” nor a proselytizing motive. Yet there has been an emerging line within the international relations literature that alludes to a nationalist perspective and a Chinese perception of superiority of Chinese culture: that it is the patriotic duty of China’s elites to spread Chinese values and culture around the world (Nyiiri, 2006; Callahan, 2008). This may well manifest itself in the funded Confucius Institutes attached to a number of the continent’s universities.

However, support for the contention that there is a lack of a “civilizing” or modernizing mission appears to manifest itself in China’s apparent disregard for governance and human rights issues in countries such as Sudan and Zimbabwe. Marafa (2007) also alludes to there not appearing to be a disparaging attitude towards African cultures in China’s engagement. Despite also the large numbers of Chinese immigrants in Africa, Brautigam (2011) finds no empirical evidence of a “land-grab” that would indicate a colonizing intention.

Modernization Theory, which as mentioned appears firmly embedded in much international management scholarship, is firmly entrenched in a belief in the benefits of the spread of global capitalism in modernization, whereas China’s professed policies have been founded in a Marxist-Leninist-Maoist tradition that has been fundamentally anti-capitalist and anti-colonialist (Thiam & Mulira, 1999; Young, 2001).

The first author of the current article has already been accused, in a recent submission to a scholarly management journal, of being too pro-Chinese. Yet the purpose of the above potted history lesson is to offer the perspective that international management scholars need to begin any analysis of Chinese management and organizations in Africa by at-
tempting to understand the motives for the Chinese being there, and not assuming it has the same motivations as the West.

Its current-day motives for being in Africa, which Gill, Huang and Morrison (2007) describe as resources-seeking to fuel China's development goals, market-seeking to sustain its growing economy and political-seeking to support its aspirations to be a global influence, must be seen within this recent historical context. It may also be possible that Gill et al.'s (2007) three types of motives may be too restrictive in terms of hypothesizing the connection between the reasons for China's being in Africa and the approach that Chinese MNEs have towards people policies and practices. Also there may not be a direct relationship between wider strategic motives professed by Chinese government policies and their manifestations in inter-governmental relations with African governments and actions at organizational level, as we discuss below. Yet just as the way that the West's resource-seeking motives for being in Africa may have been modified by a civilizing and proselytizing ethos, so China's resource-seeking motive may be moderated by the nature of its socio-political engagement.

This appears different from the socio-political interventionist development programs of the West premised on the civilizing missions of previous centuries. Rather, according to Nyiri (2006: 104) it involves concepts of modernization and productivity together with community harmony, which are demonstrated by, for example, entrepreneurial success, rather than "educating or 'reforming' natives."

What do Chinese organizations bring to Africa?

China's motives have got to be considered in association with how wider geopolitical relationships are conceptualized and how these are changing. What Chinese organizations bring with them to African countries are a function of such motivations and rationales discussed above, but also a product of previous and current geopolitical relations. The way people are managed in China is a product of such relationships. Of these principles and practices, what is then brought to Africa is another such product. Whether or not Chinese managers come to Africa to impose, instruct, teach or learn is yet another product of geopolitical relations both historic and current.

Through the Western literature, we know a lot about Chinese management in China, yet we know so little about what happens when Chinese firms go abroad, and even less about what Chinese firms take to Africa, and the synergies between Chinese management philosophies and practices and their African partners, staffs and communities. Notably, the literature on management in Africa has long decried the lack of appropriateness of Western organizations in Africa (Jackson, 2004). Are Chinese approaches any more appropriate to the local contexts?

In China there is a tradition of absorbing foreign influences, but with Chinese characteristics. Even though companies have been adopting apparent Western HRM practices such as linking performance with pay, the reward system is still by and large based on equality, with employ-ees exerting extensive control over the distribution of pay, with income inequality still being seen as potentially disruptive to group harmony and social adhesion (Cooke, 2004). Indeed, Warner (2010) asserts a much bigger emphasis in today's China on harmony and Confucian values, and a turning away from simply economic efficiency. On the face of it there seems a potential synergy between the humanistic values of Confucianism, and perhaps Buddhism, and the African humanistic values of ubuntu.

The concept of ubuntu management was popularized in the late 1990s in South Africa by, among others, Mbigi (1997) and experimented with in some of the larger corporations and public enterprises, amidst a focus on empowerment and employment equity (Jackson, 1999). This represented an emphasis on the humanity of people working in organizations, and a move away from seeing people as resources in an instrumental (Western) perspective. This embodies a view that African communities' values may be different from the Western focus on the individual and what he or she achieves. It views people as having an intrinsic value, a value in their own right, for who they are as part of a collective (Jackson, 2002).

The possible synergies between Chinese and African approaches still need to be explored through empirical research (a task that is underway by the present research group). For the time being we can examine what we currently know about how Chinese firms (with the recognition that these may be from diverse sectors, state-owned and private, large and small) operate in Africa. There are indications that there may be a disjuncture between strategic intent and actual firm operations.

A strategic-operational split

Jackson (in press), drawing on the sparse empirical research already undertaken (most notably a study by the African Labor Research Network: Baah & Jauch, 2009), concludes that although at governmental levels there are many projects to enhance human capacity, such as teacher training, funded by China, and that community development as well as huge infrastructure projects are contributing to Africa's development, at the individual organization level, Chinese firms are definitely contributing to employment in a situation where the failure of African markets to create jobs in the formal economy has led to an excess of labor. For example Africa Monitor (2010: 7) reports in Zambia that because of China's policy of diversification from the extraction industries towards manufacturing, infrastructure and agriculture, "FDI pledges in the other three sectors are substantial at around US$625mn combined, and are directly responsible for the creation of around 13,000 jobs." Brautigam (2011) points out that it simply is not true that China takes its entire workforce from China. Yet the working conditions and salaries are often not good (although often on a par with local firms, yet often worse than Western firms).

It does seem that many Chinese firms do take their managerial and skilled technical staff to Africa, with less skilled or unskilled jobs given to locals. Yet there is little evidence of upskilling of local staff.
Much of the interaction of Chinese staff with local communities at the firm level appears to remain with recruiting local staff. Strategically it appears that China is engaging with the needs of African communities in providing important infrastructure, contributing to agricultural projects in response to needs filtered through government. Yet there is lack of research on Chinese MNEs’ direct engagement with local communities. It is unlikely from the available evidence that there is any deliberate attempt of Chinese managers to engage directly other than for recruitment. Chinese expatriates tend to live in compounds in a frugal way and appear not to have much connection with the local community (Brautigam, 2011).

So while at strategic policy levels there are intentions and projects addressed toward friendship, mutual cooperation, community and human capacity development, this appears not to be directly translated to what state-owned and private organizations do, and how they operate.

**Mutual learning**

Mutual learning may also be a contentious issue. While the strategic intent may be there, the African Labour Research Network study reports that “Unions identified language barrier as one of the factors hampering smooth labour relations in Chinese companies. Chinese managers find it difficult to communicate in English, which is the official language in all the countries where the study was conducted” (Baah & Jauch, 2009: 74).

If language is an issue among Chinese expatriates in Africa, then it is not too far a stretch of the imagination to ponder that if cultural synergies do exist between Chinese and African approaches, it may be the case that neither the Chinese nor the Africa partners know this or understand how this may be utilized to benefit the relationship between the two. This is an area ripe for research, and for future management development.

**Future research**

China’s engagement in Africa has not sufficiently captured the attention of international management scholars. This is certainly not the case for Western governments and the Western press. The former appear challenged by China’s presence, and the latter appear entranced by the very newsworthiness and negative snippets that can be extracted. It is often these negative connotations that influence perception in management studies where Modernization Theory is so entrenched and has provided either an aversion to studying sub-Saharan Africa, or provides this study with such a negative inflection that it is difficult to identify it as scientific research. While China in Africa may generate in time more interest from international management scholars, there is a danger that these pejorative perceptions may not provide a balanced view from those pursuing a modernization perspective, and that the full implications of a changing geopolitical dynamics may not be realized by the more critical scholars still trying to work within postcolonial dynamics. The premise that geopolitics (such as the dominance of the United States economy after WWII and the rise of management studies as an area of academic study) has major implications for knowledge and the transfer globally of that knowledge, is the starting point of the project currently funded by Sandisa Embewu at Rhodes University, and led by the authors of the current article. We are in the process of investigating those and other issues outlined above. We hope that this work will encourage other management scholars to follow suit, and indeed that they will contact us if they wish to become involved.
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Endnote

1 This article arises from an international collaborative project of the same title, currently generously funded by the Sandisa Embewu Fund of Rhodes University, South Africa.
For Chinese companies Africa offers new commercial prospects. Although trade between China and the countries of sub-Saharan Africa is still comparatively marginal, it has nonetheless made considerable progress in less than a decade. Sub-Saharan African countries have little impact on the international grain markets because of the low levels of their imports, but any price increases will still have serious financial consequences for them. Nigeria has become the first major African importer of rice, and Africa in general buys a quarter of global rice imports. China’s dynamic presence in Africa is therefore developing along several different lines. And as Chris Alden emphasises in his paraphrase of the title of Shintaro Ishihara’s booklet, “Africa can say no.”

For an organisation like Isis, sub-Saharan Africa is where you can have a lot of impact with minimal investment of resources. This is one of the few places in the world where Isis actually controls territory of many thousands of square kilometres. It’s a frontier for them,” said Vincent Foucher, an expert on Islamist extremism in Nigeria with the French National Centre for Scientific Research. Start by marking Chinese Organizations in Sub-Saharan Africa: New Dynamics, New Synergies as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Trade between China and Africa is increasing year on year, while the West increasingly debates the nature and implications of China’s presence. Yet little research exists at organizational and community levels. While western press reporting is overwhelmingly negative, African governments mostly welcome the Chinese presence. Keywords: China, Sub-Saharan Africa, Trade, FDI, Foreign Aid, Economic Growth, South-South Cooperation JEL Classification: F14, F23, F35, O47. CONTENTS. Additionally, Chinese aid initiatives in Africa in the form of economic or technical cooperation have also increased remarkably in the last decade. According to China’s National Bureau of Statistics (NBS), the turnover on economic cooperation projects in Africa reached $29 billion in 2011 compared to $1.2 billion in 2000. At the same time, Africa’s growth performance has improved significantly. An expansion of international trade with a new partner like China could boost growth rates by increasing demand for African products (mainly raw materials).